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Gait horses
Iowa borders Missouri in the north; in the east it is bordered by the mighty Mississippi
and the State of Illinois, in the south by Arkansas and Tennessee and in the west by
Oklahoma, Kansas and Nebraska. This State got his name from the huge river, the
Missouri, which is crossing the State from west to east and is considered its lifeline. In
the language of the Native American, the Algonquin and Alkonkin, the river’s name
means “the river of the big canoe” or “people of the canoe”. Other known Native
American tribes in this area are the Fox, the Sac, the Osage and the Blackhawk
The characteristic of this region, also known as the breadbasket of the Nation, is the
prairie in the north and vast agriculture area, which grows and harvest corn, soy, wheat
and hay. It is interesting to know where the name “prairie” originates from; it is from the
French word “prairie” and means nothing else than pasture. This region is the main
supplier of cattle and the cowboys even today do not want to miss the valuable Fox
Trotter, which deliver indispensable help in their hard work. The well known and favored
Ozark Plateau stretches in the south, it is a medium high mountain range with a river
named Ozark River: this is the origin of the Fox Trotter.
The Missouri Fox Trotter
Missouri – everybody thinks of freedom, adventure, Native Americans and horses. This
American State is known as the mother of the west and is geographically situated in the
Central Plains, the Middle West and the Great Plains of the USA.
Origin and History of this breed.
The today’s breed is known since 150 years and since then is bred systematically.
Compared to other American horse breeds this breed is relatively young.
These horses are a wonderful mixture of three American breeds, the Tennessee Walking
Horse, the American Saddlebred Horse and the American Pass Gaits, as well as Arabian
horses. Named by their breeding region, the American State of Missouri, where these
horses were first bred in the mountains of the Ozark, Missouri and Mississippi. In 1821
the early settlers of this region crossed the Mississippi and settled in Missouri. At first
came fur hunters, who had a good understanding with the Native Americans, and by
crossing the river they infiltrated the so-called “wild west”. They came from Tennessee,
Kentucky and Virginia and brought along the above-mentioned breeds.
In their origin most of these horses were Thoroughbreds and were bred for racing or a
multi purpose riding horse. One of the oldest lines of these Thoroughbreds came from the
breed of the Alsup family, their ancestors settle before 1860 on the Ozark Plateau. Out of
this breed came the line founder Brimmer, a racing horse, which originated from the
Thoroughbred Jolly Roger. The Kissee family developed with their Thoroughbreds the
lines of Fox and Diamond, and from the breed of W. Dunn the Old Skip line, named after
a stallion, became well known. He was also a good producer. The horses of this line were
bred with good Morgan mares from Illinois and Kentucky. The Saddler’s also brought

fertility into the line with their stallions Chief and Cotham Dare. Some Tennessee
Walking Horses were also introduced.
Soon the sinful racing sport had to be abandoned due to religious reasons. And therefore
the breeding goal was changed more towards the usefulness of the horse. For that a
controlled inbreeding with Saddler’s started. Very soon during the mixture of those
breeds one recognized a special gait, the Fox Trot shown by these horses, and which was
the best way to get along in this mountainous region. One could soon see the genetic
inherited talent to show this typical gait received from the Saddlebreds of Kentucky and
Virginia and the Gait Horses from Tennessee combined with the harmonic exterior of the
Arabic horses.
Soon these horses became appreciated in the area and they became also very popular with
the cowboys. The Missouri Fox Trotter did his work on the farm, pulled the wagon
during harvest, was used as a riding horse and therefore became the ideal partner for the
people here. These horses became the favorite for all cattle breeders, the country doctors,
policemen and tax officers until improved roads and cars replaced the horses.
To maintain this breed the Missouri Fox Trotting Horse Breed Association was founded
in AVA, Missouri in 1948 by 15 men, who had the goal to breed a pure breed. At the
same time they opened a mare book, which was closed in 1982. Since then only horses
will be registered, who can proof to be pure Missouri Fox Trotters through three
generations and show the typical Fox Trot.
Because of strong interest in this breed in 1958 the breeding war reorganized and still
endures until today.
Since 1959 the World Championship for the Missouri Fox Trotter is held every year in
AVA. Since 1996 every two years the European Championship is held in Germany or
Austria.
The first Missouri Fox Trotter came to Europe through a very special and royal horse
lover, the Queen of England. She imported during the 50ths twelve Palominos of this
breed. She still has today a special relationship to this breed and received an invitation to
the EC 2004 in Rieden/Kreuth, which she could not accept but a friendly excuse was
sent.
In 1992 the Missouri Fox Trotter was shown for the first time on the Continent at the
Hippologica in Berlin and one year later in 1993 at the Equitana in Essen.
The Fox Trot and other gaits
The horses got their name from a special gait, the Fox Trot. This gait is genetically
inherited and does not have to be trained. The Fox Trot is a broken diagonal gait, the
front legs are showing a wide step and the hind legs are trotting. This differs the horse
very much from other gaited horses. The Fox Trot is a distinct rhythm gait, which allows
the horse to keep it for long periods without much fatigue for itself and the rider. The
Missouri Fox Trotter is showing a total of seven gaits, the first three are part of the
breeding goal. Well known are the Fox Trot, the Canter and the Flat Foot Walk as well as
the Gallop, the Running Walk, the Walk and the Single Foot.

1. Fox Trot (breeding goal)
The Fox Trot is a diagonal four beat gait, a broken trot; the front leg is touching ground
just before the hind leg. The horse is doing the walk with the front leg and the trot with
the hind leg and is crossing over. The head mirrors the rhythm of the gait. The tail is also
showing the rhythm of the gait.
2. Flat Foot Walk (breeding goal)
The Flat Foot Walk is a flat four-beat gait in lateral-steps. The track of the hind legs
should cross over the track of the front legs.
3. Canter (breeding goal)
The Canter is a three-beat gait, smooth, free, relaxed and straight on both hands. The
jumps are long and wide. The four-beat gallop should not be too slow but excessive speed
and pumping in the movement is also not wanted.
4. Gallop
The straight four-beat gallop (racing gallop) should be smooth, supple and relaxed in the
movements.
5. Running Walk
It has the same foot sequence as the Flat Foot Walk. The speed is higher and the cross
over of the hind leg is clearly visible.
6. Walk
The Walk is a natural, flat four-beat gait. The horse is moving with attention, the length
of the foot- steps must match the exterior.
7. Single Foot
The Single Foot is a four-beat gait with a one-leg support; it is a gait variation with which
many Fox Trotters can reach high speed. The Single Foot is not a breeding goal.
It makes this horse an ideal companion for the rider in mountainous regions and on long
distances.
The Exterior
These horses are indeed an exception in the world of gaited horses. They are not
extremely fashionable, noble and spoiled as many of the Saddler’s and Walker’s are. But
they have their size that means they are not as small as the South American gaited horses.
They are a gaited horse for everybody.
In total the Missouri Fox Trotter is a beautiful, strong and compact warm-blooded horse
with the talents of the known gaits. These horses are noble and compact and offer
themselves as a good weight carrying horse. The picture of this breed is rounded by their
straight posture and elegance. The dry, beautiful and fine-modeled head has big eyes,
small and pointed ears and big, wide nostrils, all attributes pointing towards the Arabian
Thoroughbred. The length of the neck should harmonize with the body. The total body is
showing depth and nice rips. The back is short and strong and ends with a slightly falling
croup. The extremities are rather short and stringy and do have small, hard hoofs. The

horses have a height of 14 to 16 hands. All colors are wanted, from white to black, mostly
one sees the sorrel color or fox/white with large head or leg marks. Marks are tolerated
with all colors. Isabel’s, piebald horses and tiger-piebald are also tolerated in the breed.
The Fox Trotter is a dependable, willing and intelligent gait horse. All horses are
trustworthy and well suited for children. For breeding only horses are used with excellent
talents. These horses are suited for being kept outside all year round and also in the USA
it is a tradition to keep them out in small herds.
Interesting facts about the Missouri Fox Trotter
As mentioned, this is a breed for the expert, the simple but true horseman, who can show
his horse at events similar to the Western Shows were the elegance and talent of the Fox
Trot will be tested and judged as well as his parade and color.
Next day back on the farm again the same horse must do its duty in the agricultural work.
This breed is a secret tip for future gaited horse riders. Did you know that President
Clinton’s family and the well-known actor and producer Robert Redford are big fans,
owners and riders of these horses?
The presence and class of this breed was also shown during a distance competition in
North Germany, in which four Missouri Fox Trotter declassified the German Champion
with her Arabian Thoroughbreds and passed the finish line in front of her.
More than 80.000 horses of this breed exist worldwide, almost 400 in Europe (as of
2005) especially in Germany, Austria and Switzerland. Small breeds are in France, the
Czech Republic and Spain. The today’s best breeding stallion in Europe comes from
Germany, his name is “GMC Black Velvet” and he has won all titles possible including
several times World Champion. He is stationed in the Czech Republic for the time being.
During the European Championship 2004 in Rieden/Kreuth it was this stallion GMC
Black Velvet, who said goodbye to his professional and active career. The best sportive
show mare comes from Austria and carries the fantastic name of “Cloud’s Maid to
Order”. Both horses can be seen on our photos. Through such wonderful transmitter this
breed reached a very high standard in Europe. The three or four letters in front of the
horse’s name are the grammalogue for the breeder and are well known amongst insider
and represent an internal and European quality seal.
These horses are made for distance riders, leisure riders and also for the beginner of the
gait horse riding
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